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Justin Bieber Collection Box Cut-Off To be a part of the BOX, the best collection the Best You, and get all the can spot in the BOX, scroll to the just bieber box for things that just bieber had or clothes get from the BOX. The just bieber box is only the first two pages of results any more. An innocent kite boarder and a tough-as-nails guard are paired in this action packed comedy....How to Turn a Whiteboard into a Fancy Letterpress Wall Paper We all have a whiteboard somewhere in our home. Sometimes, it’s in the kitchen, other times, it’s in a kid’s room. We use it for different things, but this tutorial can help you create the prettiest whiteboard for any room in your home. It’s a totally unique look for a space that can easily be changed season to season. All you need for this DIY project is: Mod Podge Vinyl lettering Washi tape Hammer
Sandpaper Hinges To start, you’ll need to clean the surface. To use this in the kitchen, you can use vinegar and water, or you can use a window cleaner like Windex if it’s a glass surface. Then simply use Mod Podge to “glue” the lettering to the whiteboard. Let it dry and then apply the washi tape around the edges and hinge areas. You can see the different lettering samples here. Then you can apply Mod Podge to the vinyl lettering. To make sure you get a smooth finish, it helps to use a spackle brush. Make sure it’s dry and then you’ll want to sand around the entire surface. Then once it’s sanded, apply another coat of Mod Podge. Here are some different samples of what washi tape and lettering you can use. Continue to 2 of 8 below. 02 of 08 Write Your Own Story The lettering you’re using allows you to really write your own story on this

whiteboard. For instance, if you have a baby that starts to explore, she’ll be able to write on the whiteboard and create a record of each day and what she did. Or, if you have a dog that you teach new
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